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Purpose: We describe a public dataset with MR and CT images of patients performed in the same

position with both multiobserver and expert consensus delineations of relevant organs in the male

pelvic region. The purpose was to provide means for training and validation of segmentation algo-

rithms and methods to convert MR to CT like data, i.e., so called synthetic CT (sCT).

Acquisition and validation methods: T1- and T2-weighted MR images as well as CT data were col-

lected for 19 patients at three different departments. Five experts delineated nine organs for each

patient based on the T2-weighted MR images. An automatic method was used to fuse the delin-

eations. Starting from each fused delineation, a consensus delineation was agreed upon by the five

experts for each organ and patient. Segmentation overlap between user delineations with respect to

the consensus delineations was measured to describe the spread of the collected data. Finally, an

open-source software was used to create deformation vector fields describing the relation between

MR and CT images to further increase the usability of the dataset.

Data format and usage notes: The dataset has been made publically available to be used for aca-

demic purposes, and can be accessed from https://zenodo.org/record/583096.

Potential applications: The dataset provides a useful source for training and validation of segmenta-

tion algorithms as well as methods to convert MR to CT-like data (sCT). To give some examples:

The T2-weighted MR images with their consensus delineations can directly be used as a template in

an existing atlas-based segmentation engine; the expert delineations are useful to validate the perfor-

mance of a segmentation algorithm as they provide a way to measure variability among users which

can be compared with the result of an automatic segmentation; and the pairwise deformably regis-

tered MR and CT images can be a source for an atlas-based sCT algorithm or for validation of sCT

algorithm. © 2018 The Authors. Medical Physics published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is becoming

an integral part of radiotherapy treatment planning, motivated

primarily by the improved soft tissue contrast and possibili-

ties with functional imaging.1–3 At present MRI is primarily

used for definition of the target volume, which is transferred

to computerized tomography (CT) image data of the patient

through both separate image interpretation and registration. It

is likely that MRI will play a more central role in the future

and several authors have pointed out the possibilities and sug-

gested technical infrastructure facilitating a switch from CT

to MRI-based planning process to create a fully MRI-based

radiotherapy workflow.4–8 The clinical interest in an MRI-

only based workflow has increased rapidly in recent years

due to the improved availability of this modality with the

introduction of MRI scanners in radiotherapy departments

and more recently due to the introduction of combined MR

scanners and treatment units, so called MR-Linacs.9–12

Two important steps that would stimulate the clinical

implementation of MRI in radiotherapy are: a method for

dose calculations based on MRI data and methods for auto-

matic delineation of organs,13 based on MRI. Development in

these areas, and in particular benchmarking of proposed

methods require access to clinical image datasets.14,15 As a

part of the national Swedish consortium “Gentle radiother-

apy”, aiming at full implementation of MRI in radiotherapy,

an effort to collect clinical MR and CT data from different

clinics using different scanners, together with multiobserver

and consensus delineations of organs has been undertaken.

The dataset for male pelvis is freely available for academic or

educational use and can be downloaded from https://zenodo.

org/record/583096.

The aim of this dataset manuscript was to describe the

acquisition and the properties of the dataset.

2. ACQUISITION AND VALIDATION METHODS

2.A. Patient inclusion

The project was approved by the local ethical review board

(ethical approval dnr:2015/09-31), and all included patients

have signed an informed consent to be part of the dataset.

The patients were recruited and included from three different

Swedish radiotherapy departments. Male patients with pros-

tate or rectal cancer referred for curative radiotherapy were

eligible for inclusion. Patients with locally advanced tumors

(prostate cT3-4 and rectal cT4) were not included.

2.B. Image acquisition

Both T1- and T2-weighted MRI images were acquired

according to the clinically used acquisition protocols. All

patients were scanned in radiotherapy treatment position on a

flat table top using a coil setup not affecting the outline of the

patient. The CT scan included in the dataset was acquired as

part of clinical routine for treatment planning purposes. The

outer contour of the patients was encompassed by the image

volume. Table I provides the most important image acquisi-

tion settings.

2.C. Structure delineations

The image data were uploaded to a centralized RayStation

server (RaySearch Laboratories, Sweden) after anonymiza-

tion. The delineations were performed in RayStation v4.7.2

independently using remote connections by four experienced

radiation oncologists and one radiologist. A consensus meet-

ing was held before the initialization of the delineation part

where the list of structures and definitions of these structures

were defined, see Table II.

The initial delineations were performed independently.

After a majority of the delineations were completed, a follow-

up meeting was held to review the intermediate results. This

meeting resulted in a few clarifications of the delineations

guidelines and retrospective corrections. These corrections

were performed independently. This procedure was designed

to reduce the variability due to differences in interpretation of

the guidelines, but maintaining a realistic interobserver vari-

ability in the interpretation of the images.

2.D. Computational tools

Two ways of merging the delineations for each structure

were used; the automatic method simultaneous truth and

performance level estimation (STAPLE)16 and a consensus

among the experts. STAPLE was selected for the purpose

as it is a well-known method and easily available through,

e.g., the open-source library Insight Segmentation and

Registration Toolkit (ITK).17 Given a collection of delin-

eations of the same structure, it results in a probabilistic

estimate of the true delineation as well as a measure of the

performance level represented by each segmentation. By

calculating the histogram of the probability map, a confi-

dence level threshold could be selected. This threshold was

then used to segment the probability map into a consensus

segmentation. The histogram consisted of 20 bins and the

threshold was chosen as the first bin (starting at the bin for

95%–100% and going to the bin for 0%–5%) containing

less than 0.05% of the total number of voxels in a bounding

box of the largest segmentation. After completion of all

individual delineations and the generation of the STAPLE

delineations, a meeting was held where all patients were

reviewed and a consensus delineation for all organs and

patients were defined taking the STAPLE delineations as a

starting point.
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To further increase the usability of the collected data, a

deformable image registration between each of the image

pairs was computed, i.e., transformations which describe how

a point in the available CT image is related to the correspond-

ing point in the MR image(s). Elastix, an open-source soft-

ware based on the previously mentioned ITK tailored to solve

(medical) registration problems, was used for this purpose.18

The parameter file was experimentally optimized through

visual inspection. Image similarity was measured through

mutual information and B-splines were used as a transforma-

tion model. Image information was not enough to solve the

task, but contour guidance had to be included through delin-

eation of the bladder. On MR images, the STAPLE consensus

was used and on CT images, one of the auto segmentation

tools in RayStation (model-based segmentation) was used.

2.E. Data validation

In Fig. 1, an example is given of the consensus structures

for one patient. Top, a 3D rendering of the structures is

shown together with a transversal slice through the patient.

Bottom, coronal and sagittal slices are shown to the right and

left, respectively in Fig. 2, all five delineations of the bladder

are shown for the same patient.

In Table III, overlap measures, presented as average and

standard deviation, are listed for each structure to get an idea

of the contouring consistency for this group of users with

respect to the consensus delineation. Three measures are

included, shortly described below. A more thorough descrip-

tion of these, together with a number of other overlap mea-

sures, can be found, e.g., in the work by Taha and Hanbury19.

TABLE II. Included structures and their delineation definitions.

Structure Definition

Urinary bladder Outer contour inferiorly from its base, superiorly to the

dome

Rectum From above the anal canal (the most caudal slice with

perirectal fat) to the turn into the sigmoid colon,

including the rectal contents

Anal canal From anal verge in cranial direction until one identifies

mesorectal fat surrounding the anal canal (often most

visible in sagittal view). Outer surface of internal anal

sphincter (IAS, usual length between 2 and 5 cm). The

distinction between external and internal sphincter is

often easiest to identify by following the muscular layers

from the rectum to the anus

Penile bulb Hyper intense midline structure on T2-weighted MR

images.12 The most proximal portion of the penis located

immediately caudal to the prostate13 bounded by the

crura, corpora spongiosum, and the levator ani muscle

Neurovascular

bundles

The neurovascular area bounded by the posterior prostate

wall, levator ani and rectum from the superior to the

lower border of prostate

Femoral heads

(R + L)

Right and left femoral heads circumference

Prostate From prostate apex to base excluding seminal vesicles

Seminal vesicles The seminal vesicles outer contour

TABLE I. Image acquisition settings for the project. Acronyms used: FSE, TSE: Fast/Turbo spin-echo; FRFSE: Fast recovery fast spin-echo; VIBE: Volume inter-

polated breath hold examination (gradient echo).

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3

Number of patients 8 7 4

CT

Manufacturer Siemens Toshiba Siemens

Model Somatom Definition AS+ Aquilion Emotion 6

Slice thickness (mm) 3 2 2.5

Pixel size (mm2) 0.98 9 0.98 1 9 1 0.98 9 0.98

Kernel B30f FC17 B41s

T1w images

Manufacturer GE Siemens GE

Model Discovery 750w Signa PET/MR

Sequence type FSE VIBE FSE

Slice thickness (mm) 3 2 2.5

Pixel size (mm2) 0.875 9 0.875 1.1 9 1.1 0.875 9 0.875

Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 390 335 390

TR (ms) 500–600 7.46 820

TE (ms) 7.2 4.77 7.28

T2w images

Sequence type FRFSE TSE FRFSE

Slice thickness (mm) 2.5 2.5 2.5

Pixel size (mm2) 0.875 9 0.875 0.875 9 0.875–1.1 9 1.1 0.875 9 0.875

Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 390 200 390

TR (ms) 6000–6600 12000–16000 9000

TE (ms) 97 91–102 65
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• Dice similarity coefficient (DSC)—defined as two

times the intersect divided by the sum of the volumes

(user and consensus).

• Mean distance to agreement (Mean DTA)—defined as

the average of the distances between boundary points

for the user delineation and the consensus delineation.

Mean DTA is also often referred to as Average distance.

• Max distance to agreement (Max DTA)—defined as the

Hausdorff distance between the boundary points for the

user delineation and the consensus delineation, i.e., the

greatest of all distances from a boundary point in the

user delineation and to its closest boundary point in the

consensus delineation or vice versa.

Hence, DSC will be exactly 1 for complete overlap and 0

for no overlap, while mean and max DTA should be as close

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 1. Consensus delineations for one patient in (a) a 3D view and as (c) sagittal and (b) coronal 2D views, below. Structure annotations are shown in (b). [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a)
(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Urinary bladder as delineated by the five contours, in transversal (a), sagittal (b), and coronal (c) views. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline-

library.com]

TABLE III. Contour overlap for individual users with respect to consensus

delineation.

Structure Mean DSC

Mean DTA

(mm)

Max DTA

(mm)

Urinary bladder 0.95 � 0.02 0.08 � 0.03 0.47 � 0.19

Rectum 0.81 � 0.08 0.17 � 0.21 1.35 � 1.07

Anal canal 0.73 � 0.09 0.29 � 0.16 1.09 � 0.50

Penile bulb 0.77 � 0.10 0.11 � 0.06 0.49 � 0.23

Neurovascular

bundles

0.64 � 0.13 0.20 � 0.14 1.07 � 0.65

Femoral heads R 0.94 � 0.03 0.09 � 0.04 0.49 � 0.20

Femoral heads L 0.94 � 0.02 0.08 � 0.03 0.47 � 0.17

Prostate 0.90 � 0.04 0.10 � 0.03 0.55 � 0.15

Seminal vesicles 0.77 � 0.13 0.10 � 0.09 0.52 � 0.23
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to 0 as possible and higher values indicate deviations in the

location of the boundary of the two structures. We remark

that femoral head left was not delineated in one of the

patients, due to severe image artifacts.

2.F. Data format and usage notes

Nineteen patients from three different centers were

included in the dataset. Nine different structures were gener-

ated by each of the five participating observers for each

patient generating a total of 855 individually defined volumes

of interest. In addition to these, the consensus delineation and

STAPLE-based delineation are included in the dataset.

Table IV gives an overview of the included data which is

available at https://zenodo.org/record/583096 or https://doi.

org/10.5281/zenodo.583096.

The dataset is free to use for noncommercial research and

educational purposes.

3. DISCUSSION

In this study, we present a dataset of MRI and CT images

of the male pelvis with the relevant structures outlined indi-

vidually and in consensus. The dataset is available for down-

load. The presented dataset addresses two important current

trends in radiotherapy: introduction of MR in terms of dedi-

cated MR-simulators and MR-linacs and the increasing

automatization of the data handling and treatment planning.

We find it important that the development of the tools for

automatization begin in preparation for the further increase in

the use of MR in radiotherapy.

The dataset has limitations. We included one T1-weighted

and one T2-weighted MR sequence for each patient. MRI

acquisitions can be setup with many degrees of freedom, and

the appearance of for example T2-weighed images can vary

substantially. The approach when creating the present dataset

was to collect clinically relevant images from three different

institutions which all use MRI in routine practice for prostate

cancer patients.

Many of the published methods for converting a MR

image into a sCT depend on other sequences as input data.

The MR data and the CT data were collected with the same

positioning devices and effort was spent on achieving the

same patient setup. There are, however, inevitably differences

in the setup and inner configuration of the patients between

scans which makes it difficult to directly compare the CT and

sCT generated from the dataset. Differences in setup also

introduce uncertainty when the MR-based delineations are

displaced on the CT data. To mitigate this, we provide a

deformed CT of each patient, resulting from a deformable

registration. Our aim of the present study was to generate

anatomically correct structures for each individual patient

based on MR rather than CT data. As the generation of data

in this project also represents a learning process, there is a

significant variation between the individual observers for

some of the organs, e.g., neurovascular bundles and seminal

vesicles. However, we believe that these variations are in line

with what could be expected in a multiobserver study.20

The implementation of advanced imaging techniques has

had a major impact on the radiotherapy process with more

accurate definition of tumors and organs at risk. The exis-

tence of MR-linacs improves the possibility to employ adap-

tive treatment strategies by changing the target during

therapy. This treatment approach demands fast and accurate

definition of volumes of interest. We believe that the avail-

ability of MRI-datasets, as the one presented in this study,

can stimulate and facilitate this process.

The image data used in the study were collected at differ-

ent departments using different scanners. We see this diver-

sity mainly as a feature when using the dataset for validation

and benchmarking of segmentation or sCT algorithms.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed multiobserver delineations of pelvic

organs from clinical MRI and CT data from three different

radiotherapy institutions using different scanners with the

aim to publish a pelvic-MRI dataset freely available for aca-

demic or educational use. The result is nine consensus struc-

tures for each of the 19 patients included in the trial to be

used as a training or validation dataset for auto segmentation

algorithms or algorithms for generation of CT like images

from MR data (synthetic CT). We hope that this published

dataset can contribute to an MRI-based treatment process.
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TABLE IV. Overview of data available for download.

Type Comment

Image data as DICOM RT IMAGE

T2w MRI 19 patients

T1w MRI 19 patients

CT 19 patients

CT_deformed The original CT study deformed to fit the anatomy of the

MR data. 19 patients

Structures as DICOM RT STRUCT

Individually

defined

structures

Structures delineated individually by all the observers

named in accordance with the nomenclature in Table II.

Connected to T2w MRI

STAPLE One single delineation of each organ generated with the

STAPLE algorithm using the individual delineations.

Connected to T2w MRI

Consensus The consensus delineation by the five observers generated

at an in-person meeting. Connected toT2w MRI

CT bladder Auto segmented bladder on CT images. Connected to CT

Deformable registration details as elastix parameter file

Parameter

file

ELASTIX parameter file used to create the

CT_deformed dataset
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